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Media Coverage Summary 27 January – 9 February 2018

Press releases
UWE expert discusses Bristol Women in Politics at MShed
UWE Bristol has increased applications from low participation neighbourhoods
Filmmaking and animation students the best in the West
UWE Bristol continues to buck national university application trend
UWE Bristol's Future Space generates more than £2 million for the region's economy within
first year of opening
£650k funding for enterprises in West of England

Coverage

Silicon Republic – Everything you need to know about Bristol’s sci-tech scene

Bristol Post – Bristol Arena near Temple Meads would keep more money in the city says
economist
Eureka – Year of Engineering: Encourage children into engineering
EdQuarter – Year of Engineering welcomes South West Leaders Award
Bristol 24/7 – UWE awarded funding to bridge digital skills gap
Business Leader – New West of England LEP board unveiled
Business Leader – UWE Bristol’s science and tech hub generates £2 million for local
economy
Bristol 24/7 – ‘Bristol is a place where stories should be told’
CCR Magazine - Flexys launches innovative debt management software after 12 months
of development
Science Focus – How plants can survive space missions and Chernobyl
Bath Business Net – Bath firms urged to apply for UWEs relaunched £650,000 research
and development grant scheme
FE Week – DfE’s teaching and leadership in FE report the five main findings
Dr Amy Slater from the Centre of Appearance Research was interviewed by BBC Radio
4’s The Morale Maze for a programme looking at the sexual objectification of young
women.
June Hannam, Emerita Professor of Modern British History was interviewed by BBC
Radio Wiltshire about suffragettes.
Professor Jim Longhurst, Assistant Vice-Chancellor was interviewed by National
Geographic about air pollution, specifically looking the recent VW scandal involving
testing of exhaust emissions on monkeys.
Clara Greed, Emerita Professor of Urban Planning was interviewed by BBC Inside Out
West and BBC Radio Bristol about Bristol City Council’s proposed scheme to close
all remaining public toilet provision in the city in favour of a community toilet scheme.
Watch here from 10:18:00
BBC Points West interviewed architecture student Bianca Coltellini who has been
selected to represent Italy in the Six Nations.

Monthly published coverage totals for December
Total articles published - 375
Total circulation 144,073,565
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) – £554,750
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